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Monitor your staff deployment with integrated capacity 
planning 
Managing your team’s tasks is a dynamic process that can be a 
challenge for your company. As a department head, you know 
that tasks unrelated to projects or routine activities need to be 
manageable so that you can incorporate them into your planning. 
You should be able to plan these tasks with little organizational 
effort and have your team complete them in an effi cient and 
verifi able way. 

Can Do Team Stack
This is where Can Do Team Stack can help. It comprises four 
tiles representing the task creation and management process, 
along with a clear overview of the tasks. The fourth tile enables 
you to confi gure Team Stack.  
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The Can Do team task management 
app, Team Stack, provides the best 
possible support for your task ma-
nagement processes. You can create 
Kanban-based standardized tasks 
for departments or teams and store 

them in a stack. Your team members 
can then just take on tasks from the 
stack and complete them – either on 
their own initiative or coordinated by 
a team leader. 

TEAM TASK MANAGEMENT USING AGILE METHODS

KANBAN MODEL FACILITATES COLLABORATION

INTEGRATED SOLUTION FOR OPTIMAL CAPACITY PLANNING 
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TEAM TASK MANAGEMENT USING AGILE METHODS

As a result, the team members in your 
company always know which tasks 
they have yet to complete. Your team 
leaders and department managers 
can always see what their people are 

currently working on and which tasks 
are still outstanding. Anyone ente-
ring a task into the app can track its 
progress.

When Team Stack is integrated with 
Can Do resource management, it 
becomes part of an optimal capacity 

planning solution. You always have 
a realistic view of which members of 
your team have the time to work on 

the tasks you want to assign them.  
You can also estimate when an assi-
gned task is likely to be complete. 

Increased productivity: the standardized process accelerates task turnaround 
Tailored to your requirements: task forms can be customized to suit your needs
Simple and intuitive to use
Visibility: status overview of the tasks in the stack 
Can be integrated with capacity planning: cost/effort estimations and integration with timesheet reporting and employee overview

You’ll always be using the right sta� . That much is certain.


